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Editors’ Introduction





Experiments play essential roles in science. Philosophers of science have emphasized their 
role in the testing of theories but they also play other important roles. They are, for exam-
ple, essential in exploring new phenomenological realms and discovering new effects and 
phenomena. This conference (Philosophy of Scientific Experimentation - PSX), the fourth in 
a series, is intended to explore various philosophically relevant aspects of experiment.
The PSX conference series was conceived and started at the Center for the Philosophy 
of Science of the University of Pittsburgh. The conferences at Konstanz University, Uni-
versity of Colorado, Boulder, and back in Pittsburgh followed. A diverse group of contrib-
utors to the conference series consists of philosophers of science and scientists, including a 
Nobel Prize winner for experimental physics. The contributors have addressed a very broad 
range of questions that can be grouped in four main clusters.
The first cluster concerns the relationship between experiment and theory. How is ex-
perimental practice organized, around theories or around something else? How independ-
ent is experimentation from theories? Does it have a life of its own? Can experiments un-
dermine the threat posed to the objectivity of science by the thesis of theory-ladenness, 
underdetermination, or the Duhem-Quine thesis?
The second cluster deals with the nature of experimental practice. What are the impor-
tant similarities and differences between experiments in different sciences? What are the 
experimental strategies scientists use for making sure that their experiments work correctly? 
How are phenomena discovered or created in the laboratory? Is experimental knowledge 
epistemically more secure than observational knowledge?
The third cluster asks whether experiments give us good reasons for belief in theoreti-
cal entities. It ties to some of the long-standing debates in philosophy of science, such as the 
debate between realism and anti-realism.
Finally, the fourth cluster is a result of fairly recent important changes in experimental 
methodology and the role simulations play in it. It address the following issues: What role 
do computer simulations play in the assessment of experimental background? How trust-
worthy are they? Do they warrant the same kind of inferences as experimental knowledge? 
Are they theory by other means?
In the fourth conference of the series we mostly focused on the question, “What Makes 
a Good Experiment?” One can distinguish between conceptually important experiments, 
those classified by their relation to theory; testing theory, calling for a new theory etc. and 
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technically good experiments, those that measure a quantity of scientific interest with greater 
accuracy and precision than had been done previously. Both types of experiment must be 
methodologically good, i.e. experiments that give reasoned and valid arguments for the 
credibility of their results. The papers in this issue explore the ways these challenges are met 
across sciences, as well as philosophically interesting difficulties that arise in the process.
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